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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

For the vast majority of the twentieth century, popular culture has played an 

integral role in American society, often with pop music at its center. What exactly 

defines which music is "popular"? Popular music generally refers to whatever genre of 

music that is most popular amongst the general public at any given time. Is this music 

really popular or just ubiquitous? The kind of music that is defined as popular has 

changed throughout the years, but is this transformation due to popular opinion, as the 

name might imply, or the frequency of which songs in the genre appear in all aspects of 

society? Has popular music become just another product of big business, a high dollar 

commodity in our obsessively capitalistic society? All new pop music reaches the 

general public in the same manner. A song seemingly emerges by fate on the radio. If 

the song is a hit, it filters to other media, Uke television and movies. The influence of 

these songs and artists is immense, dictating fashion, consumer interest, and perhaps even 

ideology. 

However, unbeknownst to the majority of music patrons, a practice called 

"payola" controls which songs get radio airtime, and thus popular status. Payola is the 

"music industry practice of paying people a sum of money to promote a particular piece 

of music" (Segrave vii). The purpose of payola is to get a song heard by a wider 

audience, typically via radio, with the expectation that the song will then yield increased 

profits. The word connotes nothing more than an elevated form of bribery, which in 

payola's case, is through the music industry. The practice began before the word even 

existed; Vanity Fair coined the term in 1938 simply by adding the then-popular slang 



suffix "-ola" to the ending of "pay," although some speculate that the term was a more 

deliberate mixture of the words "pay" and "Victrola" (Segrave 1), which could imply that 

a relationship between money and music existed prior to the advent of radio. The irony 

of payola is that while record labels created the radio version of the practice to influence 

airplay, these same companies lament today that payola dictates their every move, as 

radio conglomerates have gained control of it (Kot, "Clear Channel"). Payola is not now, 

nor ever has been, illegal, yet various pieces of legislation exist in an effort to combat the 

breach of the ideas of creative freedom and ethical business practices payola challenges. 

Though concealed to the general public, payola is a guaranteed aspect of the 

music business. This fact can largely be attributed to radio monopolies. Similar to those 

monopolies of the late 19* century involving business tycoons like Carnegie and 

Rockefeller, popular DJs became their own monopoly in the 1950s, controlling the songs 

to which consumers were exposed and gouging the labels with the high prices demanded 

of them. While anti-trust laws broke up the likes of Standard Oil and Carnegie Steel 

Company, other legislation dismantled the direct payola to the DJs, but the cycle has 

begun again in the last two decades with evolved forms of monopolies and payola. 

Companies such as Microsoft and AOLTimeWarner dance around monopoly status 

today, and yesterday's band of individual DJs has transformed into today's media 

conglomerates such as Clear Channel Communications. Currently, three radio companies 

control at least 60% of the stations in the Top 100 market (Boehlert, "Pay for play"), with 

Clear Channel as the visible leader. Horizontal mergers have permitted single ownership 

of a great deal of radio stations, and vertical integration has also allowed Clear Channel 



to run a concert promotion company, SFX Entertainment, which brings the company's 

ownership up to over 1,300 stations and 135 concert venues worldwide ("In the news"). 

The fears stemming from companies such as Clear Channel are due to the new 

face of payola, in which these media giants rather than DJs demand compensation for 

putting songs on radio play lists and thus control the entire market. The advent of radio 

payola saw the stations paying for bandleaders to play hit songs on air in the 1930s. 

When rock and roll was a fledgling music genre, the record labels realized that they 

would have to pay the DJs to get their songs played. This practice spun out of control in 

the 1950s, culminating in the trials of two of the most powerfiil DJs, Dick Clark and Alan 

Freed. Years later, record companies forged an indirect form of the practice through the 

creation of independent promoters, or "Indies". These Indies can be described as the 

"shadowy middlemen record companies will pay hundreds of millions of dollars to get 

songs played on the radio" (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). Indies associate with particular 

radio stations and promise them "promotional payments" in the six figures. Then, when 

the station adds one of the songs to its play list for which its respective record label has 

paid, the Indie receives a sum of money from that label as well. 

Why is payola in the music industry different from similar practices of 

advertising in other industries? In exchange for prime display space in grocery stores, 

producers pay supermarkets new product fees in an effort to break into the market. Radio 

is not retail, but can radio airtime really be treated as a commodity similar to retail 

products? Radio is an entity unique to music, something that the public does not buy but 

can readily access. For this reason, the content of radio should not be constructed within 

the purely monetary framework under which retail operates. Labels have long known 
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that this particular medium is a key way to spark the interest of potential patrons in their 

products. If the payola system seems to work— and is perhaps inevitable in the music 

industry— what reasons exist to oppose it? In its current state, payola causes record labels 

to waste millions of dollars, and Clear Channel, in collaboration with the independent 

promotion firm Tri-State, can charge whatever fees it wants with its dominance in radio 

ownership. While the current form of the practice is legal, it shuts out artists who cannot 

afford to get their songs played and defeats the spirit of what radio is supposed to 

represent, which is music that is objectively placed on the radio and subjectively brought 

to popularity through the listeners (NPR, "Profile: Musicians"). As the last free medium 

in which the public obtains art, in this case music, this public should have the abihty to 

influence radio. 

The legal implications are evident as well. The direct bribes that included the 

DJs of the fifties have evolved into constant streams of money flowing through Indies 

who essentially act as money launderers. Laws regulating payola were drafted over forty 

years ago, and no piece of legislation has since been made to control the strikingly similar 

practices of modem radio. With the Telecommunications Act of 1996 that allowed radio 

conglomerates to expand ownership even more, the situation looks bleak for the artists 

and labels to control the payola situation without lobbying for updated legislation. 

Perhaps the most troubling component of payola is the effect that is has on listeners. 

Without any choice as to what music exists in popular culture, Americans take on the role 

as passive society members. Woes of bad music on the radio are indeed valid with 

nothing the listeners can do to interfere. Whereas the people are supposed to dictate their 

wants and needs through the music they choose to listen to that in turn influences the 



entire popular culture atmosphere of the time, big business and legalized bribery in the 

music industry dominate the entire composition of pop culture. The sad reality is that by 

studying the history and evolution of radio and popular music, alarming trends in culture 

are realized. Radio payola and the notion of popular music emerged simultaneously; can 

the two be intrinsically linked? If so, does that mean that popular music cannot exist 

without the payola system it emerged under? Perhaps the greatest hope the public, along 

with artists and labels, retain is the possibiUty of the divorce of pop music and payola. 

Through chronicling and analyzing radio payola, the clear effect, past and present, of this 

phenomenon on pop music and culture emerges. 



CHAPTER n 

THE ORIGINS OF PAYOLA TO THE SCANDALS OF THE 1950s 

Before radio or the term payola even existed, the practice of paying to get songs 

out into the mainstream in the music business dictated which music gained popular status 

in American society. The precursors to payola amounted to plain bribery, beginning in 

the early 1900s. During this time, the main way publishers found to connect the "out-of-

home listener to the in-home purchaser" (Ennis 43) was vaudeville, and this was 

precisely the medium from which payola originated. The practice of men who worked 

for music publishing firms paying vaudeville performers to sing their songs was referred 

to as "song plugging" (Segrave 5). Great American songwriter Irving Berlin began his 

illustrious career through song plugging. In 1902-03 he received money from publisher 

Harry von Tilzer to spontaneously burst into the same song at each show at Pastor's 

Music Hall (Segrave 8). After the demise of vaudeville, the practice transferred to 

Broadway, with the companies paying the musicals' writers to put their singles into the 

shows. Even in these early times of payola, the songwriters were not receiving any of the 

cutbacks and so naturally were upset. However, the performers were enjoying the 

exclusivity they experienced and condemned talk of ending payola for fear that inferior 

artists would destroy "free" songs at minor halls (Segrave 23). Unfortunately for those 

who reaped such profits at this time, Uve performances were on their way out of the 

payola circuit. 

During the 1920s newer forms of mass entertainment like radio were emerging 

that merited the money and attention of payola. By the 1930s the main recipients of 

payola were the bandleaders of orchestras that were playing on the radio. After a brief 



stint of plugging songs into movies, publishers realized the potential of radio to spark 

interest in consumers. On top of cash payments, the new trend was for song pluggers to 

make "special arrangements" for the leader and the bandsmen that ranged from cigars to 

booze to theatre tickets. On any given day, a bandleader could have between 10 and 14 

pluggers pursuing him (Segrave 31). The people reaping the benefits of payola during 

these times were the publishers of the manuscripts of music, since both performing 

orchestras as well as radio listeners were purchasing the sheet music. The next 

component to be added to the radio formula proved to be the first step towards modem 

payola and the problems it causes today: disc jockeys. A shift from live radio to records 

yeilded a radio employee who could choose and play particular music on air. The first 

big name among DJs was Al Jarvis, who after becoming a Los Angeles jockey in 1933, 

gained success by interjecting between radio songs to showcase his personality. At first, 

Jarvis bought all of the records to play on his show and chose using his own intuition 

what songs would be popular, imtil publishers realized the success they could achieve by 

once again altering payola (Segrave 51). 

Disc jockeys were emerging as an all-powerfiil entity by the end of the 1930s into 

the 1940s. They were single-handedly controlling which songs were played on the radio, 

which was directly affecting the sales of records. The influence of disc jockeys was 

fiirther cemented in 1942 when Capitol Records compiled a list of the 50 most influential 

DJs to send all of their new releases for free. With all of the selection from which the top 

DJs had to choose, pay for play was the next inevitable step to influence airplay. The 

first example of radio payola occurred when Benny Goodman paid Al Jarvis $500 to play 

his latest record in 1937 (Segrave 51). Other DJs followed suit and began accepting 



bribes for record spins. The practice was not openly discussed but far from secretive, and 

soon Vanity Fair coined the word "payola" in 1938 after commenting on the 

phenomenon for some time. 

The American Society of Composers, Authors, & Publishers (ASCAP), also 

knoAvn simply as "The Society," was the pre-eminent publishing firm before 1940. 

ASCAP was an elitist group that was comfortable with its dominance in the music 

industry and prided itself on the high quality of music it promoted. However, after a long 

battle over the fees ASCAP charged for rights to their catalogs, the broadcast industry 

constructed a rival publishing organization. Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI) in 1940 

(Segrave 55). ASCAP immediately opposed this new group for taking business away, 

pubUshing "junk" like country and black music, and BMI's proclivity towards major 

payola to DJs. Now sharing the majority of business in the music industry, both groups 

resented DJs because for the first time payola was given to people who had nothing more 

to do with the music than introducing it. However, BMI, due to the fact that the only 

music the new firm could represent was not welcomed at the time, was willing to pay to 

get such untraditional music that later would expand to include the controversial rock and 

roll, on the radio. 

In the span of less than a decade, BMI surpassed ASCAP as the top licensing 

group (Ennis 167), and for this reason ASCAP began attacking BMI from all angles. 

They blamed payola on the growing success of BMI that was surely leading to the death 

of "good music." The view of ASCAP was that payola was responsible for blacks getting 

songs on the radio and for a most horrendous type of new music, rock and roll, to 

contaminate the airwaves as well. ASCAP identified rock and roll with juvenile 



delinquency, youth rebelliousness, unbridled sexuality, racial "mixing", and musical trash 

(Ennis 261). BMI's payola tactics for getting such music played did not work at all 

stations. In an effort get their songs played by stations that were refiising non-white 

music, BMI began plugging covers of black songs by white artists using the same payola 

tactics. When an R&B song from a small label would start climbing the charts, a major 

label would quickly move in with a white cover to pitch to the stations. Pat Boone sold 

more copies of Little Richard songs during his early career than Little Richard did 

(Segrave 89). These covers rose higher on the charts than the originals and cost the 

original artists tens of thousands of dollars in lost income. 

According to historian Kerry Segrave, various other groups acted out in response 

to the rampant payola that was controlling the make up of radio play lists. Two main 

groups, the Music Publishers Contact Employees Association (MPCE) and the Music 

Publishers Protection Association (MPPA), joined forces to try to end payola. While the 

media did not cover existing payola in the 1940s as they had in the 1930s, the music 

industry was still heavily plagued by the practices. In 1941 MPCE and MPPA signed an 

agreement consisting of anti-payola clauses said to forbid every conceivable form of 

payola. The agencies even began enforcing this agreement by punishing the offending 

stations with fines up to $1,000 to those individuals caught instructing employees, their 

DJs, to engage in payola. However, no action was taken against the suppUers of the 

money, the publishers. As time went on, the punishments lessened to union suspension 

and waived fines for good behavior. With no way to catch all offenders, payola began to 

operate unchecked as it had before. The fiiistrated MPCE and MPPA more or less eased 

off the resistance to payola, while continually admitting the widespread nature of the 



practice. By 1950, with no organization to police the practice, payola was right back 

where it had started, as an accepted method in the music industry to get songs spun on the 

radio (Segrave 58-76). 

The 1950s represent both the time when payola flourished the most and also was 

ended in its introductory form. Payola to DJs was most certainly not new, but instead of 

the ten-dollar bill that used to accompany a record to be played, disc jockeys were raising 

their fees and demanding cuts of the record royalties. These DJs could make such 

demands based on the superstar status and influence they knew they possessed along with 

the fact that 9 out of 10 had their own two-hour shows in which they played nothing but 

"hits" (Segrave 74). Unfortunately for the DJs, scandals that were occurring in other 

industries as well as ASCAP's infiiriation at BMI for surpassing them as the most 

successfiil licensing company would soon bring payola to the public eye again with a 

probe that would signal the destruction of its then-current form. 

Quiz shows were immensely popular during this time period, with the "$64,000 

Question" and "Twenty One" emerging at the top of the heap. Viewers were amazed at 

the thousands of dollars that regular people were winning and the drama that ensued in 

these contestants' quest for victory. However, a disgruntled loser on "Twenty One" came 

forward with accusations that the results were rigged. He had the proof to back up his 

claims he was mailed questions ahead of time and coached through the theatrics of 

answering the questions on each episode. While other contestants maintained their 

innocence in an attempt to guard their reputations, others came forward with similar 

allegations from various quiz shows. Although it was not illegal at its occurrence, the 

outrage at apparent public deception caused the government to conduct a federal probe 
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into the top quiz shows that resulted in specific federal legislation prohibiting fixing 

game shows (Dohe, "Quiz Show"). The scandal placed mass media and its impact on the 

nation's moral fiber at the top of the public's cultural agenda. 

ASCAP realized that this scandal was the perfect precursor to expose bribery in 

the music industry and waged war against BMI and the payola in which it was engaging. 

The Society began spreading rampant rumors about payola, this time focusing on the 

receivers of the money, the DJs, whose popular status was sure to attain media attention. 

"[T]he rumors suggested that a shadowy conspiracy lay behind rock and rolls otherwise 

inexplicable popularity" (Miller 164). At first the rumors were confined to the music 

industry, but once the public caught wind of the allegations, Americans were shocked and 

horrified at the previously unknown corruption within radio. ASCAP used existing 

national feelings of racism and new fears of fraud and immorality to support claims that 

payola was devastating the music business. Rock and roll, both the actual music and the 

associated business practices used, was linked to corruption, and payola stood out as the 

sole reason for its growth in popularity (Miller 164). Payola also accounted for the black 

music on the radio that ASCAP purported upstanding white citizens would never listen to 

on their own accord and that therefore was merely a product of bribery. The fact that 

black music was linked with payola fiirther correlated with the old stereotype of the 

"dishonest black" (Segrave 81). The Society also used its longstanding good reputation 

to trash the music that payola was putting on the radio. "What else but deliberate, 

collusive exclusion could account for the steady decline of ASCAP's music, the music 

that had won the hearts of the American people for half a century?" (Ennis 166). More 

important than ending payola to ASCAP was the hope that rock and roll, black and ethnic 
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music, and other "trash" that BMI produced would be shunned by the public, which 

would leave ASCAP to the "rescue" with its traditional popular music. 

The New York Times headline read "Alan Freed Is Out in 'Payola' Study" on 

November 22,1959. Alan Freed was not only the man who coined the term "rock and 

roll" (Barnes 16) but also one of the most popular DJs in the country. The day before the 

article broke. Freed was fired from his job at WABC radio after refiising to sign a 

statement asserting that he had never accepted payola. After losing his job as host of the 

television show "The Big Beat", the next day Freed was served a subpoena from the New 

York district attomey. The following spring congressional investigators called Freed, 

along with other prominent DJs like Dick Clark, to testify before a congressional 

subcommittee investigating corrupt practices in the music industry. Much to the dismay 

of his throngs of fans. Freed's career was doomed, which he barely understood after 

being caught up in the industry's ways for so long. He saw no folly in accepting money 

and gifts for acting as a consultant to record labels. To the press Freed stated that payola 

"may stink but it's here and I didn't start it" (Miller 166). Jobless and consumed by 

alcoholism. Freed emerged a broken man by the time the public outcry over the scandals 

died down. His death in 1965 from alcohol-related medical problems cemented his 

disgrace, and his memory entails little more than a sad martyr for the cause of rock and 

roll and the worldly business practices that inevitably accompany it (Miller 164-8). 

The other main target in the payola probe was the hit show American Bandstand's 

host Dick Clark. At the same time that Freed was fired from his various industry jobs, 

ABC gave Clark an ultimatum to give up payola or lose his job as well. As a man whose 

career "hinged on his personification of mainstream American values" (Miller 166) in a 
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way that Freed's never had, Clark immediately gave up all of his outside interests in the 

music industry, including payola. Although he gave up a great deal of money (financial 

stake in music publishing companies, song copyright ownerships, and even a share in a 

toy company that made a stuffed cat that could spin records), Clark's reputation remained 

unscathed throughout the ordeal. For his testimony at the subcommittee meeting, Clark 

delivered a prepared statement that while acknowledging the outside financial benefits he 

had been receiving for the duration of his career, also explained the " 'unique 

opportunity' to turn his 'expert knowledge' of popular taste into a steady source of 

income" (Miller 167) in an increasingly fickle industry. His concluding remarks to the 

subcommittee assured them that he was "glad to have participated" (Miller 167) in the 

new ethical standards for the music business that Congress was trying to create. By the 

end of the probe Clark was secure in his financial status and his public image somehow 

rocketed to new heights, possibly due to his covert ability as a sharp salesman. Seen as 

overly commercial (which was contradictory to rock and roll) by most serious rock fans, 

Clark now represented a fim figure for all pop music genres. Clark's status has remained 

unmatched as his popularity soars even today, with the payola scandal acting as an 

insignificant scratch in his past (Miller 164-7). 

Various outcomes of the payola scandals occurred. Congress enacted legislation 

to control payola. In the Federal Communications Committee's Communications Act of 

1960 "if remuneration was received for material broadcast then the person making such 

payment must be so identified" (Segrave 117). Payola was not outlawed, but for the 

public to know which songs were being paid for was unbearable to some record labels. 

Moreover, radio stations that were found guilty of hidden payola would be held 
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completely responsible, even if the station claimed ignorance. This new policy acted to 

control the worst excesses of payola for a great number of years. Another effect of the 

probe was the solidification of rock as the new popular music. While certain DJs took 

personal hits, the genre as a whole was still being fiilly embraced by the public. While 

corruption was not being tolerated in media business tactics, the paradoxical nature of the 

1950s embraced the rebellious feel of rock and roll, no matter how it first came to radio. 

With rock as the new pop, another outcome was the "death of good music" as the older, 

once popular musicians and their conservative supporters grieved. Orchestras, 

composers, and arrangers were no longer in demand and television and radio were now 

completely composed of the musical "trash" (Ennis 166) that was sweeping the nation. 

Inevitably, the change in taste for popular music also brought about the demise of 

ASCAP. Their plan to expose BMI and the music they produced had backfired, with 

ASCAP's business plummeting and BMI retaining its top status among licensing 

agencies. 

While payola did not receive nearly as much attention in the immediately 

following decades as it did in the 1950s, the practice still existed and influenced many of 

the songs heard on the radio. If the fifties hinted at rebellion with the public's acceptance 

of rock and roll, the 1960s represented fiiU-blown upheaval against societal norms. Thus, 

the payola scandals were quickly forgotten, and the practice was accepted again in its old 

form. With DJs losing their superstar status, record labels were finding new takers of 

payola, like station managers. Although the legislation existed prohibiting its secrecy, 

the music industry in general turned a blind eye to ubiquitous practices that had been in 

the business since the beginning due to the lack of enforcement. The 1970s echoed a 
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similar sentiment, although the payola trend of the decade was more commonly known as 

"hash or cash" (Segrave 168). The 1970s' drug culture provided that monetary 

compensation was not so important as long as constant streams of marijuana and other 

drugs were readily supphed. However, the results were the same, and this form of payola 

guaranteed certain record labels' songs radio airtime. The 1980s represented a time when 

society was looking to clean up and revert to morality. Thus, payola was brought into the 

limelight once more. However, once again the record labels and radio stations were 

finding new ways to skirt the existing laws and new people through which to channel 

money. The fact was clear that payola was controlling the radio and it was time to take 

new action against it. 
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CHAPTER ni 

MODERN EVOLUTION OF PAYOLA 

After a series of unsuccessfiil FCC hearings held in attempt to implicate several 

major DJs of payola in the late 1970s, music and radio shifted the practice's form yet 

again to take the heat off disc jockeys. Instead of a song plugger that worked for a record 

label, a new middleman called an independent promoter, or "Indie" was utilized. A 

record label would pay an Indie a large sum of money to promote a record and then 

essentially "forget about it" and disassociate with that Indie. Although the fiill 

expectation was that the money would be used in great part to pay radio station 

programmers to add their singles, record labels could disclaim responsibiUty. This 

strategy proved successfiil during the 1980s, when the Indie emerged as the new "payola 

villain" (Segrave 195). However, record labels did remain in contact with the Indies and 

paid them even greater fees when the songs they promoted did well on the charts. 

This time period also signified a change in the goals of payola. Whereas 

previously, radio airtime and increased spins were the results desired from music 

executives, the new focus was getting the songs onto radio play Usts. Only a handfiil of 

powerfiil radio stations in the country actually composed their own play lists. The other 

stations would use these existing play lists to make up their own, and thus if a song made 

one major play list, its placement on many others was virtually guaranteed (Segrave 195). 

This new factor brought about a new twist in the already corrupt practice called the 

"paper add" (Segrave 207). While play Ust status was the most important, record labels 

still expected that their singles would get some radio airtime when on these lists. 

However, some radio stations were adding songs to the list and not playing them at all. 
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they were merely paper adds. Although the payola worked to place such songs on play 

lists across the country, the airtime needed to spark interest for album sales was not being 

provided. To make matters worse, the Indies were still receiving massive payments for 

these adds. The same problems from previous decades filtered to the Indies as well, as 

the independent promoters were giving payola in forms other than fees. Beyond the cash, 

other tangibles such as drugs, cars, women, and fiir coats were being passed from Indies 

to radio stations, as well as reports of threats of violence to get their songs added 

(Segrave 207). Indies could do these things because it was said that they had all the 

control over the radio stations. Record labels knew that their songs would not get added 

with the Indies, and the stations were used to the constant flow of money and goods that 

they brought with them. 

Media attention was first brought to payola in the fifties because prominent white 

DJs were being accused of accepting bribes to play records. The general thought on 

payola in the immediately following decades was that blacks and other minorities were 

the only ones engaging in payola. While this idea was untrue, the thought that whites 

were not involved allowed payola to run unhindered, as the practice was seen not to be 

affecting those who "truly mattered" in America's music industry. When public 

realization set in that all radio was affected by payola, the practice in its entirety 

reemerged in the limelight. "Complaints and insinuations about payola being more 

prevalent on black-oriented radio- so common in the 1970s- disappeared completely, 

never to be mentioned in the 1980s. Focus returned to where it belonged- white radio" 

(Segrave 196). The general pubUc, and most importantly Congress, took notice of payola 

once again, with new attempts being made to curb it. 
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In 1984 the House Oversight and Investigation Subcommittee announced that it 

had just completed a new probe of record promoters and their influence on radio play 

lists. Although insufficient evidence of illegal activity caused the case never to make it to 

public hearing, the media jumped in to fiuther expose payola in its newest form. Two 

Indies that were thought of as the most notorious among the top thirty who were known 

simply as the "Network" were Joe Isgro and Fred DiSipio. The men were said to have 

ties to the mafia and were receiving up to $300,000 per song from record labels to make 

play Ust adds across the country (Segrave 197). Even with all of the media attention, the 

FCC announced it would not investigate the payola charges at the time because the matter 

was far too elusive to yield conclusive results. Isgro battled prosecutors over payola-

related charges for nearly a decade for them only to be dismissed in 1996 (Boehlert, "Pay 

for play"). Although some labels cut ties with independent record promoters, payola 

basically was left to operate as it had for years. 

While critics both inside and outside of the music business occasionally voiced 

opposition to payola, the practice was accepted in its indie form for the rest of the 

eighties and the first half of the nineties. Then, in a move that would facilitate payola 

even fiirther, the FCC passed the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which lifted 

restrictions on radio ownership. This legislation not only expanded the number of 

stations a radio conglomerate could own, but also authorized these companies to integrate 

vertically (Holland, "Artists"). The significance of this act to payola was the fact that 

media giants could increase the number of stations they owned and thus the power to 

control the radio waves. Vertical integration also meant that these same companies now 
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had access to controlling other aspects of the music industry that directly related to 

artists' placement on their radio stations. 

Clear Channel Communications immediately expanded on both levels and upped 

their station ownership to over 1,300 while also acquiring a concert promotion company, 

SFX Entertainment. They became the untouched leader in radio, mostly due to the fact 

that although around 10,000 commercial radio stations exist in the United States, record 

companies count on approximately 1,000 of the largest to create hits and sell records 

(Boehlert, "Pay for play"), most of which are now owned by Clear Channel. Bert 

Hohnan, manager of the Allman Brothers, comments on the situation: 

What we have allowed to happen is the equivalent of a privately owned 
nationalized broadcast system. It affects the record store retailers, because they're 
limited as to what they can sell by what is being represented on radio. It affects 
record labels because they are having trouble exposing artists they are investing 
in. It's affecting the artists and the musicians because fewer and fewer of them 
are getting visibility. And because there is less chance of records getting played, 
it offers less opportunity to record, which in tum affects another entire industry. 
Clear Channel has in effect become a bottleneck that is choking off a number of 
industries. (Kot, "Music Industry Raises") 

While the practice of payola remains largely the same, the ability to dictate its effects 

now remains in a very select number of hands. 

The overwhelming effect on payola of radio conglomerate expansion is that giants 

such as Clear Channel can ask whatever price they want from record labels in order to 

add songs to their play lists. A record label will pay an independent promoter around 

$200,000-$300,000 to promote a single, and the dollar range extends up to $1 million 

(Mathews, "Music Labels") depending on the hit status of the song. A typical record 

label spends around $300 million dollars annually in fees to hidies ("In the News"). The 

stations know to expect high payments as Clear Channel's increased station ownership 
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has demanded higher payola prices throughout the entire industry. Consolidation has 

also allowed the payola process to run more smoothly than ever, as an Indie does not 

need to pay individual station program managers anymore, but rather the higher 

administrators like regional program directors (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). Even the Indies 

have consolidated in the new days of payola. Clear Channel almost exclusively uses the 

indie promotion firm Tri State Promotions & Marketing to cater to an excess of a 

thousand stations (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). If the two companies ever formally teamed 

up, labels could be paying money directly to Tri-State that would filter to Clear Channel. 

Beside the outrageous prices that the FCC deregulation enabled, another problem 

with Clear Channel dominance arises. While payola in the 1950s, and even up through 

the 1980s, consisted of many different DJs and stations accepting payola from different 

record labels, the Clear Channel conglomerate in effect produces one radio station. 

Although technically they own over a thousand stations, the corporate leaders at the top 

of the chain ultimately choose what is played on their stations. They choose what songs, 

artists, and even genres make up popular music by dictating what plays on the radio. 

Stations do not always follow the play list add formula anymore either. The label 

representing the Califomia rap-metal group Limp Bizkit made headlines in 1998 when 

they made a deal with a prominent L.A. radio station for 50 plays of a single that 

launched the group into a slot in Ozzfest, an appearance on MTV's Spring Break, and an 

album that cracked the Billboard Top 100 (Thigpen, "Is that a song"). A division of Sony 

Music also reportedly increased payments to Indies up to $400,000 in order for the Fiona 

Apple song "Criminal" to receive the frequency of nationwide airplay the company 

desired. Even songs that would seem to be self-made hits not only require the hidie fees, 
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but also are subject to the bonuses independent promoters receive when the songs rise in 

popularity ("Pay for play", ABC News Online^ 

More recently different groups have been made increasingly aware of the 

problems payola creates in its modem form for the music industry and are crying out 

accordingly. Although they have been pegged as the creators of payola, record labels can 

no longer control the phenomenon. Major labels are losing hundreds of millions of 

dollars annually to Indie fees ("In the News"), which, thanks to the current radio 

conglomerates, are constantly increasing (Mathews, "Music Labels"). Smaller 

independent record labels complain that at least the big companies can afford to get their 

songs played on the radio, whereas they simply do not have even the $100,000 minimum 

that Indies and radio stations alike require even for consideration of airplay (Boehlert, 

"Pay for play"). 

More troubling is that artists are also suffering the effects of payola. A song that 

becomes a hit on the Billboard list or sells more records does not bring in any more 

money to the recording artist. Instead, it is the Indies who are rolling in bonus fees and 

cuts of profits that these songs take in. Other artists are more upset at the fact that the 

current system excludes most from even getting their songs on the radio. Unless they are 

signed to a major label that puts the necessary hundreds of thousands of dollars behind 

their singles, artists are helpless to get their music, however good it may be, out to the 

pubUc. Because the payola battles occur largely between labels, independent promotion 

frnns, and radio conglomerates, artists cannot even effectively fight the demon they 

profess is hindering artist success and musical advancement in society. In 2002, a group 

often artists' organizations, including the Recording Industry Association of America 
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and the American Federation of Musicians amongst others lobbied Congress to revise the 

existing payola laws as well as investigate horizontal and vertical radio mergers' effects 

on the music industry (Albiniak, "Music Biz"). However, such action has had little affect 

on legislation. 

Just as in the 1950s, the media have picked up on payola woes in the music 

industry and are augmenting the public's disdain for such practices. Prominent 

magazines and newspapers, like Time and The Wall Street Journal, as well as countless 

mainstream music publications like Rolling Stone and Billboard have mn stories in the 

present decade after rediscovering the influence payola has on what music the public is 

listening to and how much it costs. Two of the most popular and influential news 

television shows, "NBC Nightly News" (Segrave 196) and ABC's "20/20" ("Pay for 

Play", ABC News Online) have run separate lengthy segments on modem payola, neither 

of which were supportive of the practice in its existing form. 

With increasing attention drawn to the issue, various politicians have stepped 

forward to try to enact new legislation to control the music industry and radio's 

stronghold on popular music. Continuing where then-Senator Al Gore first attempted to 

change payola laws before diverting his attention to seeking his party's nomination in the 

1988 presidential campaign (Segrave 205), Senator Russell Feingold (D- Wisconsin) is 

currently working on legislation to reform radio. He has aUgned himself with the groups 

of artists that have been lobbying for change not only in payola laws, but in radio 

ownership laws as well (Albiniak, "Music Biz"). Clear Channel acknowledges the 

existing payola problem, though currently enjoying the associated revenue and shifting 

the blame to others. In a statement made to the Wall Street Journal in 2002, Kraig 
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Kitchin, president of Clear Channel's Premiere Radio Networks, suggested that the 

responsibility falls on record labels to simply stop paying Indies to promote records and 

that it was "blatantly absurd" to blame radio for outrageous Indie costs (Boehlert, "Will 

Congress"). However, most Democrats, such as House Representative John Conyers of 

Michigan, disagree and attribute the practice to diminishing diversity of music on the 

radio due to an outgrowth of unchecked media mergers orchestrated by Republican 

legislation (Holland, "Artists"). Representative Conyers says about Clear Channel's 

control: "I'm not saying everybody too poor to pay under the table would be famous 

artists. All I'm saying is we don't know who would be famous. I know some of the 

artists who are famous wouldn't be if they didn't have agents who could back them up 

with big bucks" (Kot, "Music Industry Raises"). 

In an effort to take heat off of the growing attention to payola via Indies, Clear 

Channel cut ties with independent promoters in April of 2003. In what seemed like a 

victory in the payola battle, record labels have to deal directly with Clear Channel for 

access to radio airwaves, a move which did no more than once again change the face of 

the practice. Clear Channel is proposing to directiy charge promotion fees to pick up 

singles or spin songs and refiise to identify them without "back announcing" fees 

(Boehlert, "Pay for play"). While various other companies still use the old methods of 

independent promoters, as the industiy leader. Clear Channel changed the possibilities of 

techniques used to get songs on the radio. While giving up between $30-$40 milUon 

dollars annually from Indies, a number which represents less than one percent of the 

company's revenue. Clear Channel opened the door for a heightened version of the 

original payola to emerge once again (Kot, "Clear Channel"). And as the main radio 
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conglomerate. Clear Channel can now directly choose how much money it wants in order 

to add songs to its play lists. With or without the Indie middlemen, the practice of paying 

for song placement is neither payola nor illegal if the stations announce such transactions 

on air (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). While counter to the ideal of objective listener 

preference dictating song placement on the radio, under existing legislation, tiie business 

practices of Clear Channel do not break any laws, and the removal of the Indie acted as a 

mere shortcut for such dealings. 

Whether technically labeled payola or not, the process of record labels tunneling 

money to radio stations has profound effects on the music industry. Currently, the entire 

popular music industry as most listeners know it consists of an eUte number of 

companies. Most small radio stations were forced to sell to conglomerates without any of 

the extra revenue pouring in from payola (Davidson, "Singers"). Nor can the remaining 

small, independent stations compete with Clear Chaimel, which dominates what songs 

are being played everywhere, which in tum, makes these "mom and pop" stations who do 

not conform to similar play lists lag in popularity and success (Kot, "Tuning Out"). Just 

as Microsoft has been pegged as a modem monopoly. Clear Channel acts as a monopoly 

in the music industry. Aside from their ownership of virtually every main radio station in 

the country. Clear Channel, because of their SFX Entertainment ownership, often refuses 

to play the songs of artists who use rival concert promoters (Davidson, "Singers"), 

forcing artists who want both songs on the radio and touring opportunities to only use 

Clear Channel. Also, only a select group of record labels dominate the music business 

because they are able to afford to get songs on the radio, which in tum affects the number 

of records that they sell. 
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One of the most profound effects of payola does not relate to the actual music 

industry, but the content of what is played on the radio. Only select artists who happen to 

sign with the most successful labels get their music played on the radio. And as soon as 

one single from an artist falls off a play list, a new one from the same artist is added. 

After the establishment of formula radio, also known as the Top 40 format, in the 1950s 

(Segrave 93) and radio stations' decisions to constantly shrink the size of play lists, the 

number of artists who get radio spins has dwindled even fiirther. Today's popular radio 

stations are homogenized largely due to this factor. If a song gets added, and only 2-3 

per week usually do, then it has 12 weeks to stay on a play list (Boehlert, "Pay for play"), 

more if popular status and record sales dictate. With so few songs added each week, the 

balance of the programming is redundant and play lists grow stagnant. Some money 

hungry stations will "add" more singles in a week, only to put them in the "lunar 

rotation" or the hours late at night and early in the morning when few people listen to the 

radio. The Broadcast Data Service detects that the song is actually played on the radio, 

but without listeners, the efforts are fhiitless to propelling songs to popularity (Boehlert, 

"Pay for play"). The overwhelming outcome of payola is that radio stations play the 

same few songs over and over from a limited number of artists and genres that instead of 

being placed on air through the public's interest, are bought by the few labels that can 

afford to do so. And in order to conform to the existing legislation under times of heavy 

scmtiny, stations have had to increase commercials and commercial programming paid 

for by the sponsors of these songs (Reilly, "Radio's New Spin"), so that the acttial time 

music is heard on the radio continues to decrease. A pervasive feeling that the state of 

radio has been in constant decline cannot be overiooked. Even groups of listeners. 
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especially younger generations, complain that the content of radio is worsening ("Pay for 

Play", ABC News Online). Clearly, popular music is in crisis, and the effects on the rest 

of pop culture are comparably detrimental. 
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CHAPTER IV 

OBSERVATIONS AND QUESTIONS ON THE EFFECT TO POP CULTURE 

While the fact remains undisputed that payola dictates the music heard on the 

radio, does the practice really determine which music rises to popular status? Is it 

possible that payola not only plagues the industry by choosing the artists, songs, and 

genres that are currently popular, but that because pop music often stimulates other 

aspects of society, that payola is controlling pop culture as well? A look at the Top 40 

lists in this decade provides that the top songs and albums are the ones being brought to 

the radio via payola (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). With very few exceptions, such as the 

soundtrack to O Brother Where Art Thou which received almost no radio airplay yet 

soared to #1 on the pop charts in 2002 (Kot, "Tuning Out"), the Top 40 pop list is the top 

paying payola list. These lists correlate because labels give money predominantly to the 

"Top 40" stations, which generally play the songs already in the Top 40 so that listeners 

will buy the albums and propel the songs to that actual status (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). 

First big band music, then rock and roll, then metal and grunge bands, the newest 

forms of popular music come to the U.S. through payola. In recent years, "bubble gum" 

pop has been the predominant genre in popular music. Boy bands like *Nsync and the 

Backstreet Boys, and their female solo counterparts such as Britney Spears dominated 

airwaves for the later half of the 1990s into the 21^' century. The most recent trend in pop 

music is a mainstreaming of rap and hip-hop music, which have existed for decades, but 

were typically limited to urban audiences. But do American preferences really change 

with such ease? Although New Kids on the Block enjoyed a short-lived success, the 

majority of music pati-ons rejected boy bands afterwards. When labels were paying "big 
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bucks" for their groups to constantly receive spins on major radio stations, the genre 

reemerged more popularly than before. Although critics scoff at the quality of Britney 

Spears' music, how has she sold over 54 million records woridwide ("Britney Spears")? 

Once rap and hip-hop were considered "music ti-ash" along the same lines of ASCAP's 

view on rock and roll. When enough dollars were placed behind certain artists, hsteners 

first grew accustomed to the genre and then leamed to love it enough to buy the records. 

Payola's ripple effect also immensely influences television as well. In an effort to 

appeal to viewers' tastes, television producers infuse shows with popular songs. When 

Bravo ran ads for its "Celebrity Poker Showdown" show this year, Outkast's hit "Hey 

Ya" played in the background. A new drama on NBC, "Las Vegas", ran a song on a 

commercial that also happens to be a hit single from the newly popularized pop-rock 

group Maroon 5. MTV and VHl have entire shows devoted to the most popular songs 

and their accompanying videos. While viewers dictate what videos make up the 

countdown, which is the main focus, on shows such as "Total Request Live" ("TRL") on 

MTV, the results interestingly correlate with the top radio hits (Kot, "Tuning Out"). 

These shows have reached such popular status that CBS ran a special edition of "TRL" 

immediately before this year's Superbowl. 

Another way that payola has influenced different avenues of culture is through 

musical artists acting in films. Singers with their albums at the top of the charts obtain 

movie deals, in which they not only star but record the soundti-acks as well. Record 

labels do not produce payola for these artists to appear in movies; however, the payola 

they provide for radio airtime secures their status to fransition successfiiUy to the movie 

medium. The singles that accompany these fihns are fair play in the payola game, and 
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the money spent benefits record and movie ticket sales alike. This shift does not work for 

all artists, as Mariah Carey's bust of a movie Glitter proves (although she had really 

passed her popular peak at the time of the movie's release), but different pop stars are 

cashing in on this idea. Rapper Eminem recently made a movie entitled 8 Mile that was 

nearly autobiographical, and the singles that accompanied the film not only catapulted 

him to new levels of acceptance, but also granted him Grammy and Oscar nominations. 

Even singers who make non-music related movies, like Mandy Moore with her recent 

films How to Deal and A Walk to Remember, release singles from the soundtracks during 

the film's run to cash in on the exposure payola offers. 

Because of the great influence of media on the public's interests, consumer trends 

are another payola-affected element in American popular culture. The most obvious 

related purchase is records. This commodity represents the main reason labels are 

attracted to the engagement of payola, and it pays off. Even though they spend millions 

to get songs on the radio. Top 40 Ust artists make up the best selling recording artists. An 

artist whose single stays at #1 for many weeks can count on his or her album enjoying an 

even longer time at the top of the best seUing records list as well. 

The live form of commercial music is concerts. Due to the current status of Clear 

Channel as a controlling force in the industry, the relationship between radio success and 

ticket sales exists more sti-ongly than ever (Albiniak, "Music biz"). Both Clear Channel 

and the artists win when the concert aspect of their albums factors in. While the artists do 

not receive any money from payola, they do enjoy the record sales that accompany the 

practice, which leads to enough popularity to sell tickets for national tours. Clear 

Channel benefits from the scenario as well by urging popular artists to use its concert 
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promotion company for tours that are sure to generate a great deal of revenue for both 

Clear Channel and the artist. Because only the artists whose labels can afford payola 

achieve the popularity to execute a successful tour. Clear Channel reahzes that any artist 

it might sponsor and get played on its stations is a safe bet for even more profit through 

SFX Entertainment. For aheady popular artists. Clear Channel pressures them to play its 

venues at "the risk of forfeiting airplay on its stations" (Kot, "Clear Channel"). Most 

recently, the conglomerate has been combining artists to maximize appeal to the public 

even more. Last year a "TRL" tour swept the country featuring various artists who had 

been in the Top 40 that year. Currentiy, three pop artists. Missy Elliot, Beyonce, and 

Alicia Keyes are touring under a "pop diva" theme. Clear Channel has been capitalizing 

on the possibility of the pop receptive public wanting to see at least one of the artists on 

such tours, which in tum would motivate them to buy a ticket to the show. It may be 

argued that such a situation is ideal in conforming to what the public wants, but when 

ticket prices have increased 61% since the merging of radio, through the 1996 legislation, 

against the Consumer Price Index's increase of only 13%, it seems that the payola 

machine is once again duping consumers ("Profile: Musicians", NPR). 

Just as pop artists venture into non-music related aspects of media, it seems that 

they also influence non-media related areas of pop culture. Fashion trends are dictated by 

artists, as seen through their videos, movie and television appearances, and continual 

presence on the Hollywood scene. The most popular artists receive the most media 

attention, and thus the public sees their specific images the most. Artists such as Britney 

Spears wearing super low rise jeans causes the formerly taboo pant to adorn mainsti-eam 

consumers, and hip hop artists rapping about and wearing designer clothes from 
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Burberry, Gucci, and Prada in their videos boosts the popularity of these once elusive 

brands. Artists realize that they have power over fashion and many create their own lines 

modeled after their own style. Perhaps currently the most visible is Sean "P. Diddy" 

Combs' Sean John line of hip-hop clothes with baggy pants and jackets and velour track 

suits. It seems as if the public buys from and aspires to look like the most popular artists, 

which are the same artists that make the radio play lists. The pervasive theme is that 

artists cannot sell music— nor reach the pinnacle of success in other areas of culture— 

without the payola required to attain a popularity that only a select number of artists can 

afford. 

Regardless of how their status is achieved, retailers are taking notice of the 

prowess of the nation's top recording artists. In a method similar to athlete 

endorsements, pop stars are acting as spokespeople for products. Rapper Snoop Dogg, 

once seen as a hard-core "gangsta" rapper, recently achieved mainstream status, which 

can be evidenced by his appearance in a lengthy Verizon commercial, in which he rapped 

about the company's phones. Justin Timberlake, formerly of *Nsync, currently enjoying 

solo pop superstar status, is the new spokesperson for McDonald's first global advertising 

campaign. Timberlake even shot a music video to accompany a song that bears the title 

of the campaign, "I'm Lovin It." Aside from the song, and Timberiake appearing in 

various commercials, the video appeared on MTV, estabUshing a new mix of 

commercialism and pop culture. These lucrative advertising stints are just another effect 

of payola that demonstrates that money rather than music is influencing the direction of 

popular culture. 
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The influence of high dollar pop music on society also brings a reaction of anti-

popular culttire that seeks to reject the mainstream. Whether they are aware of the 

practices that launch artists to popularity, many people are not satisfied with the music 

and culture the radio currently has to offer. These people are turning to new mediums to 

obtain the music they want to hear, predominantly through the Intemet. The two main 

ways for listeners to sidetrack radio via Intemet are by mp3 downloads and Intemet 

radio. Some people patronize pay per song sites such as iTunes, while many others 

illegally download songs of file swapping sites such as KaZaa. Intemet radio stations, 

such as Spinner and RadioOne, offer thousands of stations with multiple genres for 

listeners to from which to choose. Most of these stations are free to use with Intemet 

access and even offer the ability to skip songs that the listeners do not like. 

The growing popularity of obtaining music from the Intemet, among both those 

who accept and those who reject pop culture, signifies the desire of the public to exercise 

choice in the music to which they listen, which is not currently offered through the radio 

that dictates pop music ("Pay for Play", ABC News Online). Diversity on the radio is 

diminishing, which is due to shrinking play lists. And of the songs on these Usts, only 

twenty a week get played with any regularity (Kot, "Tuning Out"), Chicago Tribune 

entertainment writer Greg Kot addresses the lack of diversity even further: "That means 

that even though more than 30,000 CDs are released annually, the vast majority of the 

songs played at these stations is the same week after week, a pool of a few dozen artists" 

(Kot, "Tuning Out"). 

The rejection of mainsti-eam pop music altogether is another effect of payola 

dictated radio content. In large cities, underground music circulates on the sti-eets 
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through bootleg copies, which over time filter to the Intemet as well (Chmielewski, 

"Pressplay"). Such music is slowly gaining popularity in mainstream culture (Batey, 

"The hip hop"). One "hole in the wall" record store in L.A., Kaos Records, even 

specializes in selling underground records, claiming to be "anti-corporate" (Kosareff, 

"Covina"). The top selling artist of last year, rapper 50 Cent, began this way before rap 

superstar Eminem discovered him and signed him to his own label. However, most of 

these artists never enjoy commercial success. Another way the public is seeking alternate 

kinds of music is through local bands. These groups record and distiibute their own 

records and their music gains popularity through live performances at local clubs and 

bars. Such artists enjoy pop star status amongst those who live in their respective areas 

and specifically amongst college age crowds. Although this is not their intention, these 

atypical artists and the Usteners who support them are just some of the people who fight 

against the payola machine and its effect of homogenizing music. 

The most troubling effect of payola on pop culture is that it virtually eliminates 

diversity on the radio, stifling choice conceming which music is genuinely enjoyed by the 

public. With so few artists able to afford payola, the play lists are kept short and the 

same artists continually are placed on them. However, in his testimony at the Senate 

Conunerce, Science, and Transportation Committee hearing on media ownership on 

January 30, 2003, Don Henley, representing the Recording Artists' Coahtion stated: 

"Even with the ascendancy of the Intemet and webcasting, radio airplay is still the most 

important factor in an artist's career" ("Testimony"). Even with other options, 

"commercial radio remains the best way for musicians to get their songs heard" ("Pay for 

Play", ABC News Online) and thus purchased. The ability of Americans to contiol the 
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market has long been essential to this country. If that ability is taken away, as is has been 

with radio, society is then manipulated by a select number of corporations. And with the 

youngest members of society as the main target, pop culture in its current state is 

breeding a passive generation. Even for democracy in general, payola is frightening 

because if freedom of choice is limited in one aspect of society, the implication may 

move to other areas of people's tastes, consumer habits, and beliefs. With money as the 

clear motivating factor to trends in pop culture, one can easily place payola as the starting 

point for the role pop music plays in it and recognize its subsequent effects. Perhaps an 

even greater problem regarding this matter is that people in general are unaware of the 

pervasive nature of payola and all of its ramifications. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

Though quite different from its original form, payola through the 20'*" and 21'^ 

centimes does retain some historical consistency. The music industry may accept payola 

as a necessary evil in getting songs on the radio, but the practice in its current form 

continues to exist as a hindrance to popular choice. And in radio, a medium that 

increasingly affects the rest of pop culture under the guise of a public service, this factor 

presents a greater problem than a restmcturing of the music industry with payola's 

removal. Reminiscent of the television shows hosted by popular DJs in the fifties, 

today's television and movies are permeated by the influences of payola. Just as public 

outrage halted certain excesses of payola after the media exposed the practices of these 

DJ's, the same kind of action brought on by an awareness of the new villains of payola is 

the only hope of curbing it in its present form. Most importantly, the fact still remains 

that payola is an elevated form of bribery, one that centers on a commodity unique to 

music radio, and thus should be respected accordingly by allowing radio content that 

reflect the desires of its owner, the public. 

Payola certainly has evolved from its advent at the tum of the century, to the 

scandals that brought the word recognition in the 1950s, to the big business machine it 

operates under today. Altiiough primarily motivated by the prospect of profit, BMI 

engaged in payola primarily to enact change in a traditional pop music society. The only 

way to get such innovative music on the radio was to give those in conti-ol incentive to do 

so. Today, however, payola is used to keep a status quo among elite radio conglomerates 

(Stark, "Indies") that thrive on the practice and the few record labels that enjoy being able 
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to afford their songs to dominate airwaves. Also, the practice has expanded tenfold, both 

in the number of stations involved to the dollar amounts spent ("Testimony"). The 

willingness to accept occasional gifts by individual DJs transformed into regional Clear 

Channel program directors in charge of hundreds of stations treating payola as another 

legitimate income source (Boehlert, "Pay for play"). The $100 bill ("Pay for Play, ABC 

News Online) that song pluggers would give DJs for a spin on the radio has today ttimed 

into upward of $1 million dollars (Mathews, "Music Labels") for one single to break onto 

a play list. While payola seems to be an imbedded part of the music industiy, we should 

question whetiier millions of dollars should be spent, especially at the expense of public 

choice with regards to radio. However vicious a corporate giant it might be. Clear 

Channel actually made the first step to end payola by cutting ties with independent 

promoters (Kot, "Clear Channel"). If other radio station conglomerates follow suit, the 

distributors of payola will be eliminated. 

In order to make sure that new ways of payola are not created in the wake of the 

indie elimination, updated payola legislation must be drafted that deals with the problem 

in its current form, rather than under the circumstances of the 1950s. Laws forbidding 

record labels to stream money to Clear Channel and other radio giants for "promotional 

purposes" that are disguised payola should be passed to lessen these conglomerates' 

control. Even if only to place caps on the miUions of dollars spent, change must be 

enacted to impact current radio practices. As the legislation currently stands, "if an 

individual radio employee is paid in such an iUicit ti-ade, it's payola, a criminal violation. 

If a station owner takes money in exchange for airplay without disclosing it on the air, 

it's a civil infraction that can resuU in a fine from the FCC" (Mathews, "Music Labels"). 
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However, groups such as the artists' coahtion that is currently lobbying Congress suggest 

that the FCC must evaluate whether stations are even complying with existing legislation 

by announcing all of the material for which is paid (Holland, "Artists"). Congress should 

also investigate the stronghold that horizontal and vertical media mergers give to radio 

conglomerates on the music industry, and devise ways of decreasing this influence. Even 

a clarification of the law would improve the situation. So many loopholes exist, coupled 

with an absence of limitations on radio conglomerates' power, that the labeling of a 

practice as payola is not always clear. The relationship between radio and record labels is 

fundamentally different than when the payola laws were drafted. In order for artists, 

labels, and radio executives to even understand what is currently legal or not. Congress 

should address the issue of an industry changed through consolidation by taking a fresh 

look at the forty-year-old legislation (Kot, "Music"). 

Parties outside of radio conglomerates can contribute to curbing payola as well. If 

the most powerful record labels band together and collectively decide to hah payments 

that determine placement of songs on the radio, not only would the other labels who 

could not afford the payments in the first place rejoice, but radio would be forced to 

arrange some other method, like Ustener approval, to devise what music gets on the air. 

Critical listeners can continue to patronize Intemet radio stations and download mp3s and 

discover their own tastes, which will not only take away from the popularity of songs on 

the radio, but also the resulting record sales. The stations will once again be forced to 

reexamine the methods they use to comprise radio content when payola fails to perform 

as expected. 
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Regardless of the method used to dismantle it, payola needs to either be 

eliminated or seriously altered and regulated. The money currently spent, number of 

artists excluded, laws skirted, and radio content conti-olled are sufficient to compel action 

once again against the practice. Although payola has existed in some form for the 

entirety of tiie 20* and 21" cenUiries, when the public deems that it has grown out of 

control, historically, they have demanded that actions be taken by the industiy and the 

government to conti-ol it. Payola is once again placing popular music and the 

surrounding culture in crisis, and drastic change is the only solution to the problem at 

hand. Because the radio dictates pop music, which increasingly filters to other media and 

arenas of culture, its protection should be a top priority of not only the music industry but 

also the general pubUc. Payola is currently controlling all popular radio, with a very 

limited number of players at the heart of the game. 

If people are made aware of the effects of payola and do not desire change, an 

even bigger problem to society would be the resulting apathy of people allowing 

corporate America to make their choices for them. This country rests on the notion that 

people should exercise choice in almost every facet of life. Without this ability, society 

would be reduced to corporate dictated totalitarianism approved by over zealous 

capitalistic government. The United States has a history of generating and maintaining 

trends in contemporary culture for the last century. The track that payola dictates 

threatens to desti-oy or stifle the cutting edge and creative reputation that Americans 

enjoy. By following its history and evolution, payola emerges as an important influence 

on popular music and the resulting culture. 
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Perhaps a more important solution to the problem than its removal would be to 

heighten awareness of payola and other means of corporate manipulation of culture. 

Even those who have heard of the scandals in the 1950s more than likely do not reaUze 

that the practice exists in elevated forms today. It seems that an aware public can either 

pressure the industry and government to make changes, or make changes themselves by 

rejecting homogenized radio. Curbing payola in the past has only occurred through 

public responsiveness to revelations of wrongful control of the pubhcly owned medium 

from which we receive music. However, more frightening than payola itself is the 

possibility that the masses enjoy having such matters decided for them. If people do not 

care that they are being controlled, the prospect of retuming the airwaves to these people 

is virtually impossible. Whether the ills of radio are cured or not, the public deserves the 

right to know how payola is affecting them and make the decision as to the fate of radio, 

thus taking back popular music. 

The removal of payola from the radio industry would indeed end popular music 

in its current form. The art has never existed apart from payola. If the current proponents 

of pay for play, radio conglomerates, were removed, then the pop music that accompanies 

them would cease to exist as well. These companies would not have the ability to restrict 

play Usts and charge the accompanying payola required to secure placement on them. An 

entirely different group of artists would be allowed access to the public domain of radio 

waves and would gamer popularity, record sales, and all of the accompanying channels 

of influence related to the fame of music artists accordingly. While popular music will 

inevitably dictate other aspects of culture, different methods of song placement on the 

radio would change what that popular music is. Instead of a genre solely dictated by 
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money, popular music would be the label given to the artists who happen to top the charts 

at any given week, subject to constant change. Just as no category exists to identify "pop 

movies" or "pop books," only specific movies and books that are popular, a music 

industiy devoid of payola would produce the same results for commercial music. The 

pervasiveness of the conti-ol money has on the music industiy, with payola as one such 

example, is the main cause of the problems plaguing pop music. Popular music is in 

crisis, yet the removal of payola would end it in the current form. Perhaps the change 

would be welcome. 
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